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EDDIE’S DREAM HAT
 By Kristen Ashbaugh Helmreich for Jimmy Beans Wool

#icrochetforeddie

jimmy beans wool

The impossible dream….we all have one! Michael (Eddie) Edwards had a dream to go to the Olympics 
and in 1988 his dream came true. Eddie’s journey to the Olympics was fueled by the love and support  
of his family and the hand-knit sweater his mother wore! This hat is our way of sharing Eddie’s dream 
with you and we hope you share it with someone you love! 

MATERIALS:
 •   100-200yds of worsted weight yarn (100g/209yds, 100% Superwash Wool  

The hats in the photo were knit using: Red Heart w/Love - Eggshell & Berry 
(Jimmy’s) & Rowan Pure Wool Worsted - #101 Ivory & 136 Cardinal (Huck’s) 

 • US Size G 

 • Locking stitch marker 

 • Darning needle for weaving ends and duplicate stitch

GAUGE: 
 • 17 sts and 20 rnds= 4” in Single Crochet 
  *Note on Gauge: Take the time to save time--check your gauge!  

Go ahead, make someone’s day!

jimmybeanswool.com/Eddie

Remember to share your creation! 

#icrochetforeddie
We truly hope you enjoy this pattern! 

This pattern and the associated photographs are for personal non-commercial use and are not for resale.  
Please respect the people who worked to create this pattern and do not make copies. Thank you!
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ABBREVIATIONS:
 CH-chain stitch-yarn over and pull it through the loop on the hook.

 SC-  single crochet-go in through the top stitch in the row below, yo pull through stitch, 
yo, pull through both loops on hook

 SL ST-slip stitch   RND(S)-round(s)   STS-stitches   YO-yarn over

FINISHED SIZES FOR BASIC BEANIE  
(Circumference/Height):

 Newborn (0-3 mos)- 13-15” x 4.5” 
 Baby (3-12 mos)- 15-17” x 5”
 Toddler (1-3 yrs)- 17-19” x 5.5”-6”
 Kids/XS Adult- 19-20” x 6.5”
 Sm. Adult- 20-21” x 7”
 Med. Adult- 21-22” x 8”
 Lg. Adult- 22-23” x 8.5”
 XL Adult- 23-24” x 9”

DIRECTIONS: 
*Hat is crocheted from the Top-down.

Magic Adjustable Loop: 

 Make a loop with your yarn, with the short tail crossing over the top. 

  Insert the needle into the middle from the bottom-up, yarn over, and pull the loop through.

 Ch 1 using that first loop.

 Sc 6 times into the loop.

  Pull the short tail until the middle of the loop closes and your 7 sc’s are around the outside.  
This is your adjustable loop. We have a video of this technique on our website:  
http://www.jimmybeanswool.com/secure-html/onlineec/instructionalArticle.asp?iaid=139
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Go ahead, make someone’s day!
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We truly hope you enjoy this pattern! 
This pattern and the associated photographs are for personal non-commercial use and are not for resale.  

Please respect the people who worked to create this pattern and do not make copies. Thank you!
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BEGIN CROCHETING HAT:
  Rnd 1- - Sl st the first stitch to join both ends of the loop together. Sc twice into each of the 6 sts 

around your loop. The Sl stitch in the first stitch counts as one. You should now have 12 sts.  
Use a locking stitch marker to mark the beginning of the round.

  Rnd 2- sl st, ch 1, *sc into the first stitch, sc twice into the 2nd stitch. Repeat from * to end of round. 
(18 sts)

  Rnd 3- Sl 1st st, ch 1, *sc into the first 2 sts, sc twice into the 3rd stitch. Repeat from * to end of round. 
(24 sts)

*Notice the pattern forming here. Each increase rnd (the even rnds) you add 1 more sc between increases. 
The increases are happening when you single crochet twice into one stitch. 

Continue increasing by working increase rounds until you have 6 (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13) sts between  
increases. At this point you will have 48 (54, 60, 66, 72, 78, 84, 90) sts you are working with in each round.

Once you have the desired number of sts around, continue sc in every stitch around until your hat  
measures 4.5 (5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 9)” tall (or whatever height you desire.)

FINISHING:
When your hat measures the desired height, cut your 
yarn leaving a 6-8” tail and pull it through the final stitch 
to tie it off. Weave in ends and block hat over a bowl.

CROSS STITCH “E”:
Use provided chart to cross stitch the “E” for Eddie  
onto your hat with red (CC) yarn. Each Crocheted  
stitch = 1 square on the chart.
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